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Dir: Srijit Mukherji. India. 2010. 128mins
Srijit Mukherji pays a moving tribute in Autograph to two of Indian cinema’s icons, Satyajit Ray and
Uttam Kumar. Drawing inspiration from the Ray classic, Nayak (Hero), starring the matinee idol of the
day, Kumar, Mukherji’s film delves into an actor’s journey as he recalls his past. While Kumar’s
character reminisces to a journalist on a train between Kolkata and New Delhi, the life of Mukherji’s
protagonist, superstar Arun Chatterjee (Prosenjit Chatterjee), unfolds on a movie set.
Bebut director Mukherji manages to handle a rather complex subject with a fair degree of conviction.
Arun Chatterjee, desperate for a critical hit, agrees to young, untried Shubobrata Mitra’s (Indraneil Sengupta)
proposal to remake the 1966 Nayak. Mitra casts his lover and theatre actress, Srinandita (Nandana Sen).
While the shooting rolls on, with a depressed Chatterjee and a radiant Srinandita quite often not in sync, Mitra’s ego
bloats. His relationship with her dramatically changes into one of mean betrayal, pushing her closer to Chatterjee. In
one of his weak, drunken moments, he blurts out to her a terrible chapter of his life.

Autograph, which premiered at the Abu Dhabi Film Festival, has the necessary oomph (Sen) and songs (some
extremely melodic) to attract audiences outside the niche festival circles. Running to fairly packed houses in Kolkata
(only to be expected where both Ray and Kumar are still idolized), the movie’s great plus point is Prosenjit
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Chatterjee’s superbly nuanced style conveying the pathos of a star whose glory seems to be all over.
Sadly, the movie could have done without much of the artifice seen in the performances of Sen and Sengupta, with
their relationship lacking that vital chemistry that could have lifted the work to a more impressive level. However,
debut director Mukherji manages to handle a rather complex subject with a fair degree of conviction. It is also good
that the rather jaded movie-within-a-movie angle is kept largely in the background.

Production companies: Shree Venkatesh Films, Cinergy Pictures
International sales: Shree Venkatesh Films, www.venkateshfilms.com
Producers: Shrikant Mohta, Mahendra Soni, Madhu Mantena Varma
Screenplay: Srijit Mukherji
Cinematography: Soumik Haldar
Editor: Bodhaditya Banerjee
Music: Debjyoti Mishra
Main cast: Prosenjit Chatterjee, Nandana Sen, Indraneil Sengupta
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